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12" Political Economy and the
Responsibility of States: The
Problem of Many Hands in
International Law
André Nollkaemper"

I.

INTRODUCTION

up front, we have to define what we mean with the concept ,diffusion" In sociology, diffusion refers to the spread of ideas, policies and
practices.l This concept can also be applied to legal phenìmena.
For
instance, we can say that the notion of the 'rule of law, is diffused
across
levels of gover:nance. A notion that originally was connected ro national
legal orders, spreads to international inititutions and more generally the
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international legal order.2 Likewise, we can say that responsibìlity
is
diffused, if, rather than resting on olle porson, it is spread over
a
multitude of persons.
Diffusion of
occurs in particular in the context of
concerted action.'esponsibility
It is clear that diffusion also may occur ìn situations
where multiple actors do not act in concert, yet where parallel
actions
cause a single harmful outcorne, However, it is submitted that
in
situations of concerted action, diffusion of responsibility is especially
likely to occur and, where it does, it has particular ,ounlf"rtutiåns that
differ from non-concerted action. This is in particular due to the relations

between the actors. A key characteristic of tÀe type of concerted
action in
which I am interested is that the concerted action involves interaction
or
coordination of conduct between the pafücipating actors. This means
that
outcomes cannot be explained by individual conduct of individual
actors.
By engaging in cooperation, States bring about resurts that they could not
have brought about on their own.
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Diffusion of responsibirity in situations of concerted action may (but
need not) imply that the actuar share of responsibility of each
person
involved becomes smaller.3 This dimension of diffusion is well captured
in Mark Bovens' observation that '[a][a]s the responsibility for any given
instance of conduct is scattered among more people, the discrete
,årponribilìty of every individual diminishes proportionut"ly'.0 Moreover, the
plurality of contributions, and their inte'erationship, may make
it difficult, and sometimes impossible, to determine individual causes and thus
to determine who is responsible for what.s
This dimension of the diffusion of responsibility in cases of concerted
action is a manifestation of the so-called 'problem of many hands,.
This
problem (TPMH) is commonly artributed to a 19g0 artióle
by Dennis
Thompson; Moral Responsibility of pubtic officiats: The piobtem

of
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Maruy Hancls.6 Thompson argued that assigning responsibility in the
tiamework of govelnmental organizations becomes more ditïcult when
more persons - 'many hands' - are involved in the plocess that eaLrsed
halm. Though TPVÍF{ has been applied in a variety of different theoletical contexts, such as agency theory,T the collective responsibiiity,s and
public goods,e its prlme application is in the sphere of responsibility"
TPMH can help to explain and unclorstand the clifficulty of detelmining
and implementing lesponsibility in collective seitings. It rnay aliow us to
iclentify the conditions and processcs that explain when dillìsion of
lesponsibility occurs and to assess its benelits and costs,
While the notion of TFMH mostly has been appiiecl in a domestic
context, it is highly relevant in the intemational sphere. Examples of
cases of diftïsion of responsibilìry are the Legnlity of the Use of Force
cases in the International Court ol'Justice (ICllro or the Soddcun llusseitt
case befbre thc ECtHR,rr in which plaintiffs did not sncceed in success-

ftrlly bringing claims against a mullitude of (aliegedly) r'esponsible

parties. Further examples can be drawn fÌom other issue-areas. If States
cooperate to conserve tìsh stocks beyond theil Exclusive Economic Zone
(EEZ) but fail to realize agreed ol-r.ieclives, distributic¡n ol responsibility
among the States and institutions involved lilcewise will be difficult.12 If
States or IOs fail lo live np to the collective 'r'esponsibility lo plotect'

6

Dennis

F

Thornpson, 'Moral Responsibility

of Public Officials:

The

Problem of Many Hancls' (1980) 74 Am Pol Sci Rev 905.
7 Kathleen M Eisenhardt, 'Agency Theory: An Assessment and Review'

(1989) r4 AMR s7.
8 David Miller, 'National Responsibility and Global Justice' (2008) I I Crit
Rev Int Soc Polit Philos 383.
e Mancul Olson, The LogÌc of Coll.ective Action: PubLic Goods and the
Theory of Group,s' (Harvard Univelsity Press 1971); Thomas C Schelling,
ùlicromotives .tncl Macrobehavior (WW Norton & Company 1978).
r0 LegaLitl, oJ Use of Force (YugosLavia v t/ttited State,s) (Provisional
Measures: Order) []9991 ICJ lìep 916 (nine similar cases were brought by
Yugoslavia against other lrfAIO Member States).
tt Hussein v Albankt App no 23216104 (ECIHR, 14 March 2006) paLa L

L2

See fbr: example, 'Agreement lor the Implementa-tion o1'the Pr'ovisions ol

the Unitecl Nations Convention on the Lalv ol the Sea of 10 Decernbr:r 1982
Relating to the Conservation and Management of Stracldling Fish Stocks and
Highly Miglatory Fish Stocks' UN Conlèr'ence on Stradclling Fish Stocks and
Highly Migratory Fish Stocl<s (New York 24 htly-zl August 1995) (8 Sept. 1995)
UNI Doc A/CONF. 164131 .In 2013, the Sirb-Regional Fishe¡ies Commission
asked an Advisory Opinion to ITLOS, with an aim of clarilying the lesponsibilities of multiple actors erìgaged in illegal fisheries, see Recprcst for an /\clr¡sorv
Apinion Subntitted by the Sub-RegionaL Fishet'ies Commiss'ion (SRFC) Ca,se No.
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This Section will explain that the trend towards concerted action is of a
structural nature (II.1) that is reinforced by acceptance of ,shared
responsibilities' (IL2).
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problem to be solved, combined rvith the làct that individual actors will
not be able to effectively prevent genocide or effectively respond to it
when it occurs.
Responding to siiuations of interclependence by concerted action
primarily seeks to enhance the efficiency and effectjveness of such
action. In the areas indicated above - environmental cooperation, trans-

boldel' crirninal cooperation, and responding to genocide and rnass
kiJlings - individual States often will be powerless to make a fundamental difference. However, interdependence may also stem fi.om the
perceived need to enhance legitimacy of policies. V/hile multilateralism
surely does not guarantee legitimacy,2o when the legality of State action
may be contested, acting together may help build an argument that the
action is legitimate and perhaps even legal. A State acting on its own will
more easily be open to the cliticism of acting fbr its own interests.2l This
seems to underiie, for instance, the concerted action in relation to ISIL in
Iraq and Syria in 2014-2015.
Interdependence in any of the above ways can drive a variety of forms of

cooperation - from loose agreement on objectives to action through a
common organ of an IO. But in a sizeable number of cases, it has led to
cooperation that would fall into the category of concerted action, where
States and other actors closely coordinate their policies in pursuit of a
common aim. Examples are the concerted action in relation to ISIL, through

'coalitions of the willing' in Libya,22 in AU peacekeeping operations,23

20

Discontents'
93.
Sources
in
Gilles Andréani and Pierre Hassner (eds), Justffi,ing War?
ian
Intervention to Coun.terteruorism (Palgrave Macrnillan 2008) 167; Nicholas
Tsago
e Security,, in Roland
Pierik
tufi; perspecríves from
2t

José E Alvarez, 'Multilateralism and its

Pierre Buhler, 'Military Intervention and

Inte;t

Critical Assesslnent of
NATO's Libya Intervention', in Kjell Engelbrekt, Marcus Mohlin and Charlofte
ìVagnsonn (eds), The NATO Interventiott in Libya: Lessons Leatned
from the
Campaign (Routledge 2014) 17.
See for example, Paul D Williams and Ar[hur Boutellis, 'par.tnership
Peacekeeping: Challenges and Opportunities in the United Nations-African
Union Relationship' (2014) 113(451) ATr Aff 254.
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in relation to piracy in the horn of Afì'ica,za and in international fisheries
po1icy,2s

The second trend, directiy related to the above noted subjective
dimension of inteldependence, is 'moralization'. Seeking to distance
themselves liom the realist view of international relations in which states
seek the protection of their own intelests, a valiety of actors (inciuding
notably European States, IOs, NGOs and scholars) have construed the
international legal order in the direction of an inci'easecl 'moralization,.
They thereby contribute to a paradigm shifT frorn State sovereignty as the
cornerstone of the legal order, to a paradigm based on rights of the
indiviclual,26 on the one hand, and the values and interest of inþrnational
community, on the other.27 This trend of moralization is far from being
universally accepted2s and can be critiqued on the ground that it in fact
amounts to an effort of a lirnìted number of actors to impose their
understancling of community interests on others.2e Nonetheless, the trend
is pervasive and has propelted concelted action in a wide variety of
situations.

IL

incorporates and reflects this trend, as

it highlights community

interests over individual action ancl individual interests. This is reflected

24 Laurie R Blank, 'Rules o1' Engagement and Legal Framework for
Multinational Counter-Piracy Operations' (2013) 46 Case V/ Res J Inr L 397. See
also James Kraska and Brjan Wilson, 'Combating Pirates of the Gulf of Aden:
The Djibouti Code and the Somali Coast Guard' (2009) 45 Stanfbr.d J IntL 243.
25 Oran R Young, International Cooperation: Buitding Regimes
for Nantral
Re,çources and the Environment (Cornell University Press 1989).
26 And, by extension, the 'peoples', see Accordctnce with InternationaL Latv
of the Unilatercil Declqration of Independence in Re.spect of Kosovo (Adrrisory
Opinion) [2010] ICJ Rep 403, separate opinion of Judge Antonio A Cançado
Trindade. Other authols have ref'erred to this trend as 'humanization' of international law: Theodor lvferon, The Huntanizc¿tion of Internrúional Znw (Martinus
Nijhotf 2006); Anne Peters, 'Humanity as the A and Q of Sovereignty' (2009) 20
EJIL 513.
27 Augnsto A Cançado Trindade, InternationaL Latv
J'or Hmncm Kind:
Towards a Netv Jus Gentiunt (Martinus Nijhoff 20i3); Sienho Yee, 'Towards a
Harmonious World: The Roles of the International Law of Co-progressiveness
and Leader Srares' (2008) 7 Chinese J Inr L 99, 102.
28 See fol example, Jean d'Aspremont, "Ihe Foundations of lhe International Legal Order' (2007) 18 Finnish Yb Int L 2i9; Yasuaki Onuma, 'In Quesf
of Intercivilizational Hurnan Rights: "Universal" vs. "Relative"' (2000) 1 AsiaPacJIntL53.
2e See Antony Anghie, hnperiaLisnt, Sovereignty and the Making of \úetnational Law (CUP 2012).
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of
interpretation,3l and the law of responsibil)ty.tz
According to one argument, the moral weight of this
set of norms
(notably the prorection of individuals and individuar
rights) wourd not
only require and justify the action of singre states to try'to protect
such
rights, but would require States to act together,33 such normätive
claims
may be contested. whìle it may be relatively easy to articurate
the
-values
negative implications of hierarchicary higher
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terms of.the invalidity of treaties that deviãte from them),
ìt is ress easy
to explain why they would call for concerted action. However, it
is
precisely in relation to ius coger.r norms, that the
ILC has accepted an
obligation to cooperate.za rn any case, as an empiricar
matter it can be
observed tha-t concerted action frequently arises in areas
that carry heavy
moral undertones, such as responsibility to protect, protection
of civilians
during armed conflict, protection of popuiations irom climate
change,
and so forth. Similar to the trend of interdependence,
this dimension of
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ons, the increased role of private
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The MulÉiplier Effect of ,shared Responsibilities,

For example, Nigel D White and Sorscha Macleod, ,EU
Operations and
^.
Private
Military contractors: Issues of corpoiàt. uno Institutional
Responsibility,
(2008) 19 EJrL 965.
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from ad hoc cooperation, depending on the will and perceived
interests of
the actors involved, in a cooperation that is expecteã
or required.

we can identify

three different strands

responsibilities: moral, political an
strand has been articulated in the

oi

these

,ex'anti,

shared

Mayjz David Miller,+: Seumas Mil
body of literature, speaking of a s
rights (HR)' refers to morar requirements of individuals,
States or
organizations to act for the protection of HR.a6 The political
dimension of
shared responsibility refers to situations where
actors at a political level
agree that they share a responsibility to act in relation
¡o u common
interests. Examples ar9-the sharing ofjresponsibilíty
between the uS and
European partners in NA'o'47 or the strãring of
iesponsibility between
European states in regard to refugee flows from
Northern Africa.as In
addition to the moral and the politicar dimension
of shared ."rponrititry,
there also is a distinct legar dimension. An example
is principle 27 of the
1972 stockholm Decrararion that confirms the
reìponsibilityïi ¿ì s,ur",
to prevent transboundary environmental harm.ae
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protect' is an example of this cooperation-propelling potential of a mixed
moral-political-legal concept of shared responsibility.-str

M.

RESPONSIBILITY GAPS

Difïusion of responsibility, which means that in situations of concerted
action responsibility is spread over this multiplicity of actors, does not
adversely affect the possibility to determine responsìbility, Individual
actors retain their individual obligation, even when they act in concert.
Moreover, the fact that more than one actor is engaged in a particular
wrongful act, does not release each individual actor from its responsibilities. This was recognized in the Corfu Chatutel case, where the ICJ was
apparently faced with a harm caused by two parties, but only one
appeared befbre it as a defendant, and it decided to neglect the other
party and put all responsibility and all compensation on Albania,sl
However, in parlicular situations, diffusion may lead to the undermining of responsibility. This Section will identify three reasons that help
explain why this canbe the case: the normative problem of determination
of obligations and attribution in collective settings (III.1), institutional
gaps in situations of concerted action (III.2) and informational gaps
(rrr.3).

III.1.

The Normative Gap

In its original formulation, TPMH was framed as a nol'mative problem.
Thompson developed his theory of TPMH from the viewpoint of moral
responsibility.s2 TPMH arose from the fact that it is morally problematic
to attribute responsibility to individuals where that could not be justihed
on moral glounds.-s3 This normative condition of diffusion of responsibility can be transposed to the legal domain. Diffusion of responsibiiity

s0 Luke Glanville, Sovereignb, and the Responsibility to Protect: A New
History (University of Chicago Press 2013).

sr Cotfu Channel Case (Llnited Kíngdom v Atbania) (Judgment) t19491ICJ
Rep 244.
s2 Thompson (n 6).
53 Dennis F Thompson, 'Designing Responsibility: The Problem of Many
Hands in Complex Organizations', in Jeroen van den Hoven, Seumas Miller and
Thomas Pogge (eds), The Design Turn in Applied Ethics (CUP, forthcoming); Ibo
van de Poel, Jessica Nihlén Fahlquist, Neelke Doorn, Sjoerd Zwart and Lambèr Royakkers, 'The Problem of Many Hands: Climate Change as an Example'
(2012) 18 Sci Eng Etlncs 49, 64.
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arises when responsibility cannot be assigned or determitled because the
legal conditions fof responsíbility (in particrrlar breach of an international

obligation and attrib¡tion

of the conduct in

question) have not

been

(fr-rlly) met.sa

This will in pa|ticular be the case when it eannot be dete|mined who is
responsible fol what andlor because the conditions tbr such responsibilit¡
are not satisflecl. Another way of saying this is that the conditions that
oncertecl
have been speeifiecl a1'c not. attunod to lhe
systems
recall
to
action. In this respect it is lelevant

of law, such as toll

lawss and

intelnatio

specitìc

conclitions have been developed seeing the multiple wfongdoefs. If ttresc
sets of pr.inciples would not exist, clearly a gap woulel arise, that woulil

feecl báck on the nature of the obligation themselves. In IL srrch
principles are virtualiy absent,57 making it less likely that the exisling
pLinciþles are well attunerl to the determination of t'esponsibility in
sitLrations

of concerted action.

The difïiculty of identifying who is responsible for a hal'mful outcome

in a collectivè setting

then may be due to the fact that individtral

may not meet the con
ihlee sittrations in

whele a normative

may arise that leacls
whir:h rlillÏsion may
5.r ARSIWA (n 34), ar.

s.5 European Group on
available at <http://civil.Lr

gap

ity' A first sitttation in
ap arises when not all
ãrt 1-2.
es of European Tort Larv' (2005)

a¡tems21àpET1'pclf>

28 September 2015.
56 IIG van der V/ilt, 'The Co'tinuor.rs {)uest

tb' Prope.

¿¡ccessed

Mocles clf Ci'iruhral

Responsibility' 2009 7 J Int Crim Just 307; I(oi ¿mUos, 'Joint Crirninal
van
Enterpiise ,.ni Cu*,'uncl Iìesponsibility' (200'l) 5 J Int C¡im Jr-rst 159; Elies
lor
Sliediegt, 'Joint Crirninal Enter:prise as a Þathway to Convicting Inclivicluals
Genocide' (2007) 5(1) J fi-rt Crirn Just 184.

5i Rogàr p ¡,lioi¿, 'Apportioning Ilesponsibìlity Arnong Joint Tlolilèasors
tbr lnternaìional Law Violat.ions' (2011) 38 Pepp L Rev 2'311'
.58 Lar.y May, Sltrtrirtg R.esponsibiLíty (Univetsity of'Chicago Press 1996) 7"
B ancl 73.
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allow States to escape their responsibility by pointing to the nonperformance of obligations by others.63 David Miller's observation that,
'an undistributed duty [...] to which everybody is subject is likely to be
discharged by nobody unless it can be allocated in some way',64 is
relevant for diffused responsibility. In effect, this may lead to a bystander
effect.6s

The third situation arises when the conditions for responsibility cannot
be met, because tasks and conduct are chopped up. While harmful
outcomes may occur, no single actor may be held responsible. Partners
can then together produce a result that would have been wrongful if it
had been produced by one of them. An example is the ECTHR's judgment
in Sari v Turkey and Denmørk The case concerned the length of criminal
proceedings which were consecutively instituted in Denmark and Turkey
against a Turkish national for crimes committed in Denmark. Mr. Sari
complained that the criminal proceedings were not settled within reasonable time: eight years, seven months and twenty-two days had lasted
between the indictment by a Danish Court and the sentence delivered by
the Turkish Court. Although the Court held the length of the proceedings
to fall under the Joint responsibility' of Denmark and Turkey, the Court
did not find a violation of Article 6 on the part of either State. The Court
reasoned that the delays could not be attributed to either State, because
they resulted, rather, from 'a system of mutual assistance under which the
requesting State is dependent on the co-operation of the other State'.66
It is relevant to recall that under the principle of independent responsibility, the Staie, or intemational orgarization, as the case may be, is
responsible for its own condact and its own wÍongs.oz It is not responsible for the conduct of someone else. The principle of independent
responsibility is firmly established in the ARSIWA6s and in the relatively

63 More generally; responsibility as obligations may directly

hur
intluence

'responsibility-as-blameworthiness', see van de Poel (n 53) 52.
64 David Miller, NatìonaL Responsibility and Globcil Justice (OUP 2007)
99-100.
6s See John M Darley and Bibb Latané, 'Group Inhibition of Bystander
Intervention in Emergencies' (1968) 10 J Pers Soc Psychol 215,215.
66 Sari v Turkey and Denmark App no 21889/93 (ECtI{R, 8 November
2001) para 92.
67 See ARSIWA Commentary, ILC Yb 2001lII(2), commentary to art 47,
para 8.
68 The basic principle embodied in arts 1 and 2 ARSIWA ('Every internationally wrongful act of a State entails the international responsibility of that
State' and 'There is an internationally wrongful act of a State when conduct
consisting of an action or omission' is attributable to the State and constitutes a
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scarce case law, such as the Cotfu Chann.el,6e the Certain Phosphate
Lands in Nauru case,7o M.S.S. v Belgium and GreeceTl and the EuroÍunnel case.72 While independent responsibility certainly can be relevant
in situations of concefied action, reducing complex relationships to the
responsibility of an individual State may be unlikely to result in a
satisfactory outcome. In combination with the procedural limitations of
dispute settlement, the concept of individual responsibility of States has
led courts to reduce complex cooperative schemes to binary categories,
without resulting in principled discussions of the shared nature of
responsibility.T3 This becomes particularly problematic when conduct is
attributed to one actor only. Dual attribution is very rare. Although a few
scholars have defþnded the possibility of dual attribution, in particular
in the context of peacekeeping operations,?a practice remains rare.Ts
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6e Codu Clnnnel Case (United Kingdom v Albania) (Judgment)
tl949l ICJ
F.ep 244.

7o Certain Phosphate Lands in Nauru (Nauru v Australia) (Preliminary
Objections, Judgment) ll992l ICJ Rep 240.
'71 M.S.S.
v Belgium and Greece tGCl App no 30696109 (ECtHR 2t January
201 1).
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Chan.nel Tunnel Grp. Ltd. v tlnited Kingdom, Partial Award (Perm. Ct.
187,
't3 Corfu Channel
(n 69); Military and Paramilitary Activities in and agaínst
Nicaragua (Nicaragua v Un.ited StcLtes of Anterica), Jtdgment, ICJ Rep 1986, 14;
Nauru (n 70); East Timor (Portugal y Australia), Judgment, ICJ Rep 1995, 90;

tub. 2007) para

and Legality of Use of Force (Serbia and Montenegro tt (Jníted Kingdom),
Provisional Measures, Order of 2 June 7999,ICJ Rep 1999,826.
74 Luigi Condorelli, 'Le statut des forces de I'ONU et le droit intemational
humanitaire'(1995) 78 RDI 881 and Luigi Condorelli, 'Le statut des forces des
Nations Unies et le droit international humanitaire', in Claude Emmanuelli (ed),
Les casques bleus: policiers ou combatants? (Wilson and Lafleur 1997) 87

Nicholas Tsagourias, 'The Responsibility of International Organisations for
Military Missions', in Marco Odello and Ryszard W Piotrowisz (eds), Interwûional Military Missions and International Law (Marrinus Nijhoff 2011) 245;
Karl T Dannenbaum, 'Translating the Standard of Effective Control into a
System of Effective Accountability: How Liability Should be Apportioned for
Vìolations of Human Rights by Member State Troop Contingents Serving as
United Nations Peacekeepers'(2010) 51 Harv Int L J 113; Aurel Sari, 'Jurjsdiction and Inteûìational Responsibility in Peace Suppof Operations: The
Behrami and Saramati Cases' (2008) 8 HR L Rev 151.
7s See for example, HN v Netherlønds (Ministry of Defence and Ministry of
Foreign Affairs), First instance judgment of l0 December 2008, District Court of
the Hague, II-DC 1092 (NL 2008) paras 4749. However, the Court of Appeal
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Illustrative is the saddam Hussein case before the ECtHR,76
in which
saddam Hussein brought a case against twenty-one states
that were
allegedly implicated in the invasion of Iraq and túat were responsible
for
his arrest, detention and ongoing tnal.tT The ECTHR considered
that the
responsibility of any of the respondent states could not be
invoked ,on

the sole basis that^ those states allegedly formed part (at varying
unspecified levels) of a coalition with the us, when tt. i,npogn"d
-*hi"hactions
were carried out by the uS, when security in the
i,
tho*"
"on"
actions took place was assigned to the us and
when the overall
command of the coalition was vested in the uS.,zs Another
noteworthy
example is the decision of the ECTHR in Behrami. The
court attributed
all acts and omissions relating to the failed demining operations in
Kosovo exclusively to the uN, and not to its member-Staìes,
without
considering the possibility of a more nuanced solution ìn
which responsibility would be shared.Te Also in elation to the role of the uN Interim

Administration Mission in Kosovo (UNMIK), responsibility-was
chan_
nelled to the IrN rather than (arso) Kosovo, effectively
una"rÀìning u
role of Kosovo in the eventual rebuilding process.so
The common element of the above eiamples is that IL
structures its
primary and secondary rures in a way that makes it
relativeif
ro,
each_of multiple parties to contribute to a wrong, yet
"ury the
remain below
threshold where its responsibility would be engaged.

III.2.

The Institutional Gap

A second cause that may contribute to diffusion of responsibility is the
institutional setting in which concerted action is embådded. pãnicular

1e Behrami v France App
nos 7r412/0r and igr66/01 (ECrHR, z May
2007).
80 Mafthew w Saul
'Internationaily Administered rerritories,, in André
Nollkaemper (ed), The practice of shared Responsibiríty ¡n
lnt"*otiinar Law
(cuP 2015).
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otherwise would have jurisdiction. The Monetary
Gotd principre, as
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in

the practice
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of the ICJ, is the prime manirÅtation of

Institutional rimitations may arso apply

in

respect

of

it

this

supervisory

mechanisms, outside the sphere of internationar
adjìdication. Þrobrems
of many hands may. be. counteracted by monitoring and supervision
arrangements that make it possibre to identify
the contribution'of each
actor. An example is the detailed reports compiled
within the framework
of the 1973 convention on International Trade in EndangereJ
species
(CITES) on the roles and infractions by individual
parties who, coilec_
tively, contribute to the extinction of particular species.s5
However, there
are considerable differences in the existence of such
mechanisms and
their ability to obtain the rerevant information, with
direct
for diffusion of responsibility. In siruations ,rú".. no
"o^*qo"n""*
i"Jil;;;;ì
mech_
anisms have been set up to determine relevant
fact and to identify who
did what, this will increase the possibiliry of diffusion

or
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illustrated by the fact that painstaking research made clear that fifty-four
States parlicipated in the US rendition policy.el
This ptoblem is increased by the informal nature of arrangements in
collaborative action. Informality leads to responsibility gaps. Examples
abotrnd, including transborder police cooperation,e2 ftnancial aftan¡ements within the Basel committse,e3 the rules of the nuclear suppliers
group, and command and control structures in military opelations.ea

Information gaps also may exist in relation to joint action on piracy,
where tules of engagement usually will be beyond the reach of plaintiffs
and cross-border joint policy operations.

ry.

THE POLITICS OF DIFFUSION

Diffusion, and its possible effects on responsibility gaps, is not

a

phenomenon that is 'out-there', but rather a manifestation of conduct and
strategies of relevant actors.
This Section will first identify the essential political nature of the law
of responsibility (and of particular choices on the assignment of responsibility) (IV.1) and then identify parficular strategies for diffusing respons-

ibiliry (IV.2).

IV.1.

The Folitical Nature of Responsibility-Design

The fom and content of any scheme of responsibility does not automatically follow on the substantive law but is a matter of conscious
design, mostly by States or IOs but also by international courts. Indeed,

er Open Society Justice Initiative, 'Globalizing Torture: CIA Secret Detention and Extraordinary Rendition' (Open Society Foundation, 2013) <http:ll
www.opensocietyfourndations.org/sites/default/files/globalizing-tortwe-2D20205.

pdf>

accessed 24 February 2015. Dick Marty repoft 'secret Detentions and
Illegal Transfers of detainees involving Council of Europe Membel States', Doc
77302 rcv,11 June 2007 'CoE Rendition Report (2007)'.
e2 Saskia Hufnagel, Policing Cooperotion Across Borders: Comparøtive
Perspectives on Lctw Enforcement within the EU and Australia (Ashgate 2013).
e3 David Zaing, 'Informal Procedure, Hard and Soft, in Intemational
Administration' (2004) 5 Chi J IntL 547.
e4 Matteo Tonctini, 'The "Italian Job"; How to Make International Organizations Compliant with Human Rights and Accountable for Their Violation by
Targeting Member States', in Jan Wouters, Eva Brems and Stefaan Smis (eds),
Accountability for Huntan Rights Violations of International Organizations

(Intersentia 20lO) 169.
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rules on responsibility are as much a result of a political choice, as
primary rules of conduct pertaining to, say, environmentallaw, trade law
or military matters. The normative and institutional choices reflect

the
ma

po'
por

doi

(including participation in concerted action) does or does not engage the

responsibility of a State.
Power, from this perspective, may not only
but
may also shield actors from responsibility. The
and
the institutions and processes in which it is e
the
result of choices and practices of states. The ineptitude of IL for dealing
with harmful consequences of concerted action serves states and othei
actors well, by allowing them to engage in blame-avoidance and blameshifting, thus shielding themselves from responsibility.
IL is for instance agnostic in
of soft power, by
which States can affect others '
means of framing
the agenda, persuading, and elici
in order to obtain
preferred outcomes'.e6 The same holds when States exercise 'overall
control' over other actors. It was precisely the concern over the range of
power not covered by effective control that prompted the Intemational
criminal rribunal for Yugoslavia (ICTy) to opt for the less demandingstandard of overall control in Tadic.eT The fact that the ICJ in the Bosnian
Genocide reconfirmed effective control as the appropriate standard,es
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the State and thus without leading to (shared) responsibility.ee The result
may be that responsibility is shifted to other actors.
A related point is that the law of responsibility, itself the product of
power, f'eeds back to constitute and legitimi ze parLicular exìrcises of
power. International obligations do not only prohibit but also legitimize
doing what is not prohibited.ro' This applies equally to rules of responsibility. The prohibition on aid and assistance with regard to the commission of a w'ongful act may, for instance, legitimize more than it

prohibits.rol
rt

d

1Y.2. Diffusion Strategies
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To some extent, concelted action in itself can be considered as a diffusion
strategy. From the perspective of the participants in a particular concerted
action, adding more 'hands'to the conceûed action can be necessary as

v
û
b

drawing in outside actors may increase the chances of success of
cooperation (for instance in the case of climate change). However, adding
more paÍners also may increase the possibitity of diffusion, and thus
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International practice shows a variety of other strategies by which
states can diffuse (or shift) responsibility to other actors. In reiation to
Ios, the concept of 'circumvention' represents a strategy by which Ios
can work through states,1.3 or, conversely, by which states can act, in a
concerted action, through IOs.1o4
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who did what 'and leave potential blamers nonplussed by the complexity
of the organizational arrangements.' r0
An alternative strategy is individualizing blame.lrl Rather than coilectivizing blame (and extending it all), blame is then shiftecl to one or a few
actors, in effect shielding the blamers. As noted by Hood, this strategy ,is
about shifting rather than reducing or preventing blame.'rrz f¡ ¡þs
Srebrenica cases, which sought to hold the Netherlands and the UN
responsible in relation to the eviction of persons from the UN compound
in Srebrenica, both def"endants denied responsibility; they thus effectivery
placed the blame on each other, and they both attempted to shift blame
onto the Bosnian Serbs and the FRY.'13
In international affairs blame shifting is not a regular practice, at least
not between allies. Blame avoidance may be politically more attract1

ive.tt4 This may be different, however when there are alternative actors to

whom blame can be shifted without the accompanying risk that this
practice may at one point backfire.
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BENEFITS ANÐ COSTS OF DIFFUSION
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Having set out the factors that contribute to diffusion of responsibility,
the question now can be addressed how we normatively should assess
this phenomenon. Is diffusion of responsibility a problem we should care
about, and that would call for a reconsideration of the role and contents
of responsivity in situarions of concerted action? Or is it a regular part of

responsibility processes that simply reflects the nature and loci of
international governance? In other words: is 'the problem of many hands'
really a problem?
Diffusion in itself is a neutral term that frames and describes the
spread of ideas, institutions or, as in the case of responsibility, legal
110 Ibid s3

il 1 Ibid 100.
ttz lbid. See also Christopher Hood, 'The
(2002) 3l Government and Opposition 15.

Risk Game and the Blame Game'
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principles and processes. Even the fact that responsibility
gaps may occur
in principle does not strip diffusion of its neutral nature. 'whether

diffusion with its resurting gaps is a good deveropment
depends on

several questions: is responsibility in itseif a positive
ìalue; does it fit in
the variety of other contexts to which it is diffr¡sed;r1s
if not, are there
proper alternatives, and so on. Saying that ,responsibility'
is áiffused

in
itself is just a way of framing and ãescribing pro""rr*
oi gour_un.,
that may or may not be evaluated in positive terms.
I will separatery identify a number of benefits (v.1) and costs (v.2) of
diÍ1'usion and related responsibility gaps. Articulating
the benefits and
costs also helps us understand better the strategic choices
of relevant
actors to engage in politics of diffusion, as discussed
in the previous

section.

V.1.

Benefits
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due to the fact that responsibility can ha
so, a
designed problem of many hands, that lead
pons_
ibility, may well have benefits. The willingness of states
to accepr
obligations may be dependent on their ability to prevent
responsibility.
one option for doing so is diffusion. If they are unable
to do so, they

may be unwilling to engage in cooperation in the first place.
cole notes
with reference to climate change that using liability to promote
mitigation of greenhouse gas emissions could põve counterproductive;
rather
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than inducing cooperation, it might reduce incentives for States to
in international regimes, that is, to share responsibility,ilz
In terms of costs-benefit assessment, diffusion of responsìbility then
may be beneficial: action without, or with 'diluted' responsibility may

parcicipate

produce better outcomes than no action at all.r18

Whether States indeed would make their willingness to engage in
cooperation conclitional on their ability to escape responsibility is easier
laised then answered. In many of the examples where diffusion occurs, it
remains somewhat speculative whether or not such diffusion actually
matters in terms of the incentives of relevant actors to agree to ambitious
intemational obligations. Do we know whether states now set ambitious
targets (for example, in fisheries, pollution control etc.) that they would
not normally do if there would be a risk of responsibility upon breach?
To answer this question affirmatively it would not only need to be
demonstrated that the risk of responsibility is a consideration that is
relevant to state conduct at all, but also that the prospect of diffusion of
responsibility is a relevant consideration for States to engage in cooperative action, in which they would not engage without such diflision. The
point is not entirely implausible. There are ample indications that suggest
that states care about preventing responsibility (and partly for that reason
opt for modes of governance and substantive obligations that reduce the
chance of being held responsible), and it is plausible that the higher the
risk of responsibility in case of non-performance, thç more cautious they
will be in accepting obligations. If so, we should be cautious in adopting
a one dimensional critique on diffusion, and not uncritically resort to
antidotes (such as joint and several responsibility) that may improve
responsibility in situations of concerted action, yet undermine such action
ín the first place.

V.2.

Costs

Benefits of diffusion of responsibility and in particular of responsibility
may be partially or wholly outweighed by costs of diffusion. Two such
costs are particularly relevant: costs in terms of the performance of
obligations and in terms of injured parties.
117 Daniel H Cole, 'The Problem
of Shared Responsibility in International
Climate Law', in André Nollkaemper and Dov Jacobi (n 33).
rr8 Obviously, this potential benefit of diffusion only applies in relation to
situations in which states and other actors engage in còncerted action for
beneficial purposes. It does not apply to situations where actors intentionally
cause harm.
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Impact on performance of ob

A first angle for assessing the
a central element of interna
Diffusion of responsibility can

un
erests of the actors involved, but may

¿ltfurion of responsibility can undermine incentives for action. If no one can
be meaningfuliy- calred to
account after the event 'no one nee feel
responsible beforehand'.rle rhis
may reduce the possibility that individual
actors perform obrigations and
that the interests that the law seeks to protect
are actually protected.
whether diffusion indeed wil undeimine the
of acrors to
p"{9rr their obligations presumes, as a first step, incentives
that obrigations matter
at all for the conduct of relevant actorsr2o
and, às an exterision, ir,at th"
perspective of being herd responsibre
is a rerevant ru",o, in
the
conduct of states and internationar institutions.
"iungng
Thus, *rrit" ,erfãisibility
presumes the existence of obligations,
it arso is more than thåi and its
incentives-effects may go beyond those
of obligations.
Three more specific reasons can be identifieà'that
wourd support such
an impact' one is that responsibility
may strengthen the internarization of
obligations - one of the main fictors
that supports compliance with
internarional obrigarions.r2r A second
factor is^riu, ,"rpon.iuiriìr- n'u,
of IL,122 States may care about the
e, but may do so even more when
international responsibility. A
obligations of restitution and
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compensafion, provides incentives for comprian
ceJ23 The two rast mechanisms may be supported by scholarship that

is premised on theories of
rationality which somehow seems to presurne
that states make calcu_
lating decisions in their own ,.1¡-¡n¡"."r1.r2+
This impact of diffusion on incentives may
have wider ramiflcations in
the form of collective action probrems. If actors
do not individualry feer
the consequences in, rerms of being held responribl",
;ht-may be
tempted to look for others to do rhe job. This
witi¡e paLticutarty r"r"uant
when. the participation of multiple States ís
a
perceived problem and for producing a
com
in
situations involving transboider effects in
ar
h,
financial mar-kets, the. environment, or organizedcrime,
where any single
State is quite powerless to provide unJ*"rr.
Because obligatións and
assigned, and responsibility is not
be inclìned to wait for each other,
. One can recall Olson,s argument,
onomic context of public goods, that
as members of a larye group generally
hold the
one
else in the group can and will providé the publi
fbr
these members to provide for it themselves
are
I in
particular affect 'aggregate-effort, goods, which
require action by all
actors involved''2ó In these areas, 'the outcome
that each agent desires
cannot be achieved unress everyone performs
his or her ãontributory
action' Here the action of each agent ìs directly
causally necessary fbr
realizatìon of the desired outcome, so the outcome
is of necessity
at qua collective end.'12, Diffusion then may undermine thé aimed
acmal
realization of the common aims.
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Private costs
Diffusion can undermine a ksy fu
ensure justice to victims.r2s This h
individuals. If harm is caused, yet
ibility are not satisfied or responsi
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reasons, and it also is not possibre to bring
an effective craim against the
collectivity as such, injured parties will b-e without
¡sd¡sss.r2eîn effect,
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with the victim, rather than being
transferred back to one or more responslþ1g
¿ç1e¡s.r:o
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international dispute settlement is hardly designed to deal with multilateral disputes.l3a Frocedures may not be able to capture all parlies
involved and may not do justice to the complexity of a context consisting
of multiple responsible actors. For instance, given that international
dispute settlement mechanisms are based on the consent of States, the
mere fact that one State involved has not consented to the judicial process
may suffice to exclude any case of shared responsibility from judicial
scrutiny. Likewise, if one of the wrongdoing actors happens to be an IO,
questions of shared responsibility will be deemed inadmissible before
most international judicial bodies given that acts of IOs are not judiciable

before them.

Diffusion of responsibility also may affect substantive entitlements. If
contributions are spread over multiple actors, relative contributions of
individual actors will be relatively small. In the absence of a principle of
joint and several responsibility, individual actors may not be able, or may
not be required, to provide a full remedy. When reparation consists of
restitution or specific performance, individual responsible actors may not
be able to provide the remedy that is required.

VI.

CONCLUSION

This Chapter has demonstrated that diffusion of responsibility may result
in responsibility gaps and that such gaps in part are explained by the
dominant paradigm of individual responsibility. This process of diffusion
should be understood as a political process, that is sustained and driven
by IL, which in itself is a reflection of that political process. Diffusion
may bring both benef,rts and costs, in terms of the accountability of the
exercise of public authority, in terms of performance of international
obligations, and in particular in terms of the protection of the rights of
injured palties, How these benefits and costs will be evaluated depends
on a contextual analysis and cannot be answered in the abstract. What
can be concluded at a genenl level, though, is that while diffusion as
such may help connect responsibility to a diversity of actors, it also may
lead to responsibility gaps that undermine the value and role of respons-

ibility in the international legal
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